Shinkansen budget and this year ratio increase 10 completion possibility?

Governor Mimura "the way is attached"./Aomori

The Cabinet conference with next year draft budget of the government which is decided, northeast Shinkansen Yato - 48,400,000,000 Yen which are 11,400,000,000 Yen more than this year between new Aomori were distributed on December 24. If distribution continues at this pace, it comes to the point of being able to complete even in 2010, instead of the planned completion date of 2012.

The international thermonuclear fusion experimental reactor (ITER) has an appropriation of 2,693,000,000 Yen, which is necessary even when the construction area is France.

Only fusion sections translated.
Approximately 2,700,000,000 Yen is recognized for international thermonuclear fusion experimental reactor plan in 04 budget

With financial affairs economical original idea of 04 budget, the international thermonuclear fusion experimental reactor (ITER) on Dec 21st, it could recognize approximately 2,700,000,000 Yen of equipment development expense. The financial affairs ministry had recognized 3,400,000,00 Yen on Dec 20. The fact that the Cabinet minister level meeting which decides the construction location of ITER which was opened in the United States ended without a decision was accepted, necessary expense added regardless of the success and the failure of proposal to site ITER at Aomori.